


Mettle Mantra V2 Update Manual 

Mettle Mantra V2 introduces easy to use AR content creation features and includes a brand new effect,  

Mantra ObjX, which has. As well as an updated  Mantra Spherify  and Mantra Graphix effects, updated 

distribution controls, and the use of Mettle's "3DNA "framework, a JD engine that enables advanced 

volumetric workflows. 

Distribution Controls 

Numerous Mantra V2 effects feature Distribution controls located at the bottom of the effect settings. The 

Distribution controls allow you to increase the number of instances of an effect, as well as adjust settings 

like Distribution Type and Latitude. The Distribution settings are the same for any Mantra V2 effect that 

features a Distribution tab at the bottom of the effect settings. The Distribution settings options are as 

follows-

Distribution Type: 

Distribution Type refers to how the various effect Instances will be distributed on the footage. (The types refer to 

various mathematical patterns.) Different Distribution Types give different visual results. The Distribution Types are as 

follows: Fibonacci, Circle, Tetrahedron, Cube, Octahedron, Dodecahedron, Icosahedron, Grid. 

Spherical-

Number of Instances: (Available for Fibonacci and Circle Distribution types.) 

How many times the effect gets applied to your footage. (Ex. On the Chrome Spheres effect, if Number of Instances is 

set to 1, you will have 1 Chrome Sphere on screen. If the Number of Instances is set to 3, there will be 3 Chrome 

Spheres on screen.) 

Latitude: 

Where the Instances are located on your footage relative to the Point of Interest. At a value of 100, all of the instances 

move directly to the Point of Interest. At a value of -100, all of the instances move directly to the polar-opposite of the 

Point of Interest. The default value is 0. 









Instance Scale Z: 

Scale Instances on the Z-axis. 

Incremental Scale X: 

Incrementally scale Instances on the X-axis from the center outwards. 

Incremental Scale V: 

Incrementally scale Instances on the Y-axis from the center outwards. 

Incremental Scale Z: 

Incrementally scale Instances on the Z-axis from the center outwards. 

Random Seed: 

Used to select a pseudorandom application of the Distribution with the same current settings set by the user. (i.e. you 

will see another version of the effect, with the same Distribution input settings, but with a different appearance on 

the footage.) 

Graphix 

Create geometry by extruding 2D graphics into 3D shapes, logos and text. Export in USDZ, glTF formats. 

Frame Layout: 

Select between Monoscopic, Stereoscopic - Over/Under, Stereoscopic - Side by Side, or Rectilinear (Flat). (Use 

Rectilinear when you are applying the effect to non-360 footage, such as traditional flat footage.) 
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